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Conditioning without AwarenessCan Pavlovian conditioning occur outside of awareness? Yes, according to
a new study showing that, under a particular set of circumstances, visual
stimuli can become associated with aversive outcomes without participants
ever seeing the stimuli.Joel Pearson
There is an ongoing debate as to the
role of conscious awareness in
Pavlovian conditioning. This process,
in which neural representations of
events correlated in the world become
linked in the neural systems
representing them, is often measured
behaviourally by distinct physiological
reflexes. Associative learning became
famously linked to the work of Ivan
Pavlov and his experiments on
salivation in dogs. Pavlov’s work
involved ringing a bell right before the
dogs were fed. He learnt that with time
the dogs would actually salivate in
response to the sound of the bell alone,
showing they had learned the
association between the bell and
the food.
Despite forms of conditioning having
been demonstrated in a diverse range
of organisms including the sea slug
Aplysia [1], the question as to the role
of awareness in this process of
learning has stirred up considerable
debate [2]. Studying conscious
awareness in non-human animals that
cannot explicitly report their
phenomenological experience often
comes with thorny philosophical
assumptions about interpreting
behaviour, so most work on the roleof awareness has involved human
participants. Until recently, much of
this research has been hindered by
methodological constraints. A paper in
this issue of Current Biology by Raio
et al. [3] reports perhaps the most
compelling evidence to date that
Pavlovian conditioning can arise
without conscious awareness.
The authors utilised a relatively new
technique developed for studying
vision and visual awareness called
‘continuous flash suppression’ [4–6].
Continuous flash suppression is more
or less a form of binocular rivalry
pushed to its extreme. During binocular
rivalry two dissimilar visual patterns are
presented, one to each eye, so the
observer’s brain is forced to try and
reconcile these two very different
images to exist at the one place
simultaneously. Rather than seeing one
transparent fused coherent stable
image, observers see something often
initially shocking — their visual
awareness of the two patterns
alternates back and forth over time, in
no predictable manner. While each
pattern is presented to and processed
by one eye and subsequent brain
areas, an individual sees only one of the
patterns, while the other is suppressed
outside of awareness. This process
provides a valuable opportunity toexamine the extent of neural
processing and effects of visual stimuli
on behaviour without awareness.
Forms of binocular rivalry have been
utilised to study many processes and
phenomena outside of awareness,
such as spatial orientation processing
[7], motion perception [8], emotion [9],
object processing [10] and even sexual
orientation [11].
Continuous flash suppression has
similar properties to binocular rivalry,
but one of the images continuously
flickers (atw10 Hz) between different
brightly coloured patterns. These
bright flashes (or coloured visual
transients) have the power to supress
a stimulus in the other eye for extended
periods, often for a few seconds.
Continuous flash suppression is thus
one of the most powerful methods for
rendering a normal visual stimulus
invisible.
Raio et al. [3] used continuous flash
suppression to render images of male
and female faces invisible or outside of
awareness. For half of these invisible
presentations one set of faces, say the
males, was immediately followed by
a brief electrical shock to the wrist,
while the female set was not. Randomly
interleaved between these reinforced
trials were non-reinforced test-trials of
both male and female faces (still
visually suppressed). The skin
conductance response during these
test-trials increased after only a few
presentations of the training or
conditioning trials. In other words, the
associative learning effect (greater skin
conductance to the faces that were
followed by a shock) occurred even
though the subjects were never aware
of the face stimuli during the
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the authors had participants report
if they saw a face on each trial;
in fact participants had to make
a two-alternative forced-choice
decision whether the face was male
or female — participants’ decisions
were just below chance. After this
discrimination task participants
had to rate the confidence of their
choice — confidence ratings were
no higher on correct trials than
incorrect trials.
The conditioning or learning effects
outside of awareness reported by
Raio et al. [3] display some distinct
characteristics that differentiate them
from learning with awareness. The
learning effects appeared very rapidly
and subsequently diminished very
rapidly. Unlike normal learning these
effects faded during further
conditioning, whereas typically in this
kind of conditioning experiment the
learning would continue before
stabilising. Such brevity in associative
learning dynamics is clearly distinct
from typical conditioning effects,
which often last for days. Might this
learning outside of awareness be
tapping into a categorically different
learning mechanism, or perhaps
a subset of normal learning processes?
This is an interesting idea that is
compatible with the data in the new
study [3].
Raio et al. [3] did include a fully visible
condition, which showed a very
different temporal learning profile. In
their visible condition, however, both
the learning and test-trials were both
visible, while in the unaware condition
both the training and test-trials were
invisible. Hence, we do not have
a conscious measure of conditioning
outside of awareness, only an
unconscious one. To help clarify the
underlying mechanism what is needed
is a third condition in which only the
test trials are visible while the training
trials remain suppressed from
awareness. Such an experiment would
help tease apart the nature of this
unconscious learning.
Previous claims of unconscious
conditioning have been criticised on
a number of methodological grounds
such as trial sequence artifacts, failure
to assess participant hypotheses, and
insensitivity to partial awareness [2]. In
fact, some researchers have gone so
far as to argue that all conditioning
involves cognitive representation and
hence conscious awareness [12].Others maintain that conditioning is
carried out by a separately evolved
specialised system [13,14]. Will
continuous flash suppression finally
provide the experimental tool to
resolve this long-standing debate?
Watch this space!
Associative learning is thought to
form the backbone of the mechanisms
of many psychological disorders and
their treatments [15,16]. Many
behavioural interventions for
psychological disorders rely on
counterconditioning or extinction-like
approaches, such as cognitive
behavioural therapy. Does this new
paper by Raio et al. [3] shed light on any
new clinical treatment possibilities?
Potentially yes, if mechanisms of
associative learning can operate
without awareness, it is possible to
imagine a future non-intrusive
treatment option that might be run on
patients without their conscious
involvement. However, the brief lifetime
of the effects in the new paper
might limit any potential clinical
applications.References
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for Microtubule Shrinkage-Coupled
MovementNuclear movement often requires interactions between the cell cortex and
microtubules. A new study has revealed a novel protein interaction linking
microtubule plus-ends with the cortex and a role for dynein in microtubule
shrinkage-coupled movement.Xin Xiang
Proper positioning of nuclei andmitotic
spindles is crucial for the normal
growth and development of manyeukaryotic organisms [1]. Unlike other
cellular organelles that move along
microtubule tracks, nuclei/spindles
move in response to either pushing
or pulling force on the microtubules
